GeIL launches the EVOX II and EVO X II ROG-certified DDR4 RGB
Gaming Memory to include 3rd Gen AMD RyzenTM platform support
Available from 2400MHz to 4133MHz.
Push RGB gaming DRAM to the next level.
Taipei, Taiwan - July 17th, 2019 – GeIL, Golden Emperor International Ltd. – one
of the world's leading PC components & peripheral manufacturers released new
additions to their EVO X and EVO X ROG-certified RGB Gaming Memory today. The
new EVO X II and EVO X II ROG-Certified inherit their previous generation, and
provide an advanced modder-friendly “cableless RGB illumination design” for offering
a fascinating RGB lighting effect without hassles of power cable management.
Manufactured with outstanding components, the EVO X II dedicated to unlocking
hidden overclocking ability and comprehensive compatibility across the latest 3rd
Gen AMD RyzenTM and Intel platforms. GeIL EVO X II ROG-certified RGB Gaming
Memory perfectly supports ASUS AURA lighting control app, when paired with most
ASUS ROG motherboards, an automatic performance boost will be enabled for a
better overclocking experience.

The EVO X DDR4 series is one of the first RGB DDR4 memory modules in the industry,
and it brought the series tremendous praise from gamers and PC enthusiasts around
the world. The new EVO X II and EVO X II ROG-certified equipped with “cableless RGB
illumination design” offering RGB lighting without power cables or the need for
advanced cable management. The EVO X II is available in a new stealth black and frost
white design and features high-quality aluminum for better heat dissipation and extra
stability.

GeIL EVO X II ROG-certified RGB gaming memory continues the excellent reputation
of the previous generation by offering synchronized RGB LED illumination with ASUS
AURA RGB, GeIL EVO X II ROG-certified has been qualified to work with most ASUS
ROG motherboards for maximizing both speed and compatibility. It perfectly
supports the latest ASUS AURA RGB lighting control APP without any cables
connected to the motherboard. Besides, it automatically synchronized with ASUS
ROG graphics cards and other RGB UI compatible components.

Backed by the limited lifetime warranty, the GeIL EVO X II is available in frequencies of
2400MHz and scales up to 4133MHz. For fully embrace with the latest 3rd Gen AMD
RyzenTM platforms, GeIL is also releasing EVO X II AMD optimized edition. Most
significantly, this AMD edition has been strictly verified across a large number of AMD
X570 AM4 motherboards and 3rd Gen AMD RyzenTM processors to guarantee the
best compatibility and better gaming experience for all AMD builders.

Official Webpage:
EVO X II: http://www.geilmemory.com/product?id=47
EVO X II AMD Edition: http://www.geilmemory.com/product?id=46
EVO X II ROG-certified: http://www.geilmemory.com/product?id=48
Product Marketing Assets download: Click Here

Specification Comparison
EVO X II

EVO X II

EVO X II

AMD Edition

ROG-certified

DDR Gen.
Frequency

DDR4
2400/2666/3000/

2400/2666/3000/

3200/3600/

3200/3600/

4000/4133MHz

4000MHz

3000/3200/3600MHz

Kit Capacity

4GB/8GB/16GB/32GB

16GB/32GB

Module Capacity

4GB/8GB/16GB

8GB

Channel

Single/Dual

Dual/Quad

CAS Latency

CL16~22

CL15~18

Compatibility

GIGABYTE/MSI/ASROCK RGB UI
Support on applicable motherboards

Supports ASUS AURA
lighting control app

Additional Technology

Intel XMP 2.0

Warranty

GeIL Limited Lifetime Warranty

Country of Origin

Designed & Made in Taiwan

About GeIL
GeIL – Golden Emperor International Ltd. – one of the world's leading PC components
& peripheral manufacturers that concentrate in making the most innovative products,
from memory modules to gaming peripherals for PC enthusiasts worldwide
Established in 1993, GeIL has soon become one of the most trusted memory
professionals in the industry. In the year 2000, with the vast knowledge of tweaking
and producing some of the world’s fastest DRAM modules, GeIL shook the PC
enthusiast market and changed it for the better. The introduction of the first ever
memory heat-spreader, the dual-channel packaged memory kit and lifetime warranty
are all innovative concepts that GeIL introduced in the PC DIY market. GeIL has
focused on perfecting the technologies of IC testing, memory burn-in and quality
assurance for memory products across all segments of the market. GeIL memory is
now trusted and distributed in over 50 countries worldwide.
Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/GeILmemory
Instagram: https://www.instagram.com/GeILmemory
Twitter: https://twitter.com/GeILmemory
YouTube: https://www.youtube.com/user/GeILmemory

